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Policy area: 11c8 Heald Brow to Humphrey 
Head 

 
Figure 1 Sub Cell 11c Arnside to Hodbarrow Point Location Plan of policy units. Baseline mapping © Crown 
copyright and database rights, 2019. Ordnance Survey licence number: 1000019596. 
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Figure 2 Location of policy area 11c8: Heald Brow to Humphrey Head. Baseline mapping © Crown copyright and 
database rights, 2019. Ordnance Survey licence number: 1000019596. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Location and site description 

Policy units: 11c8.1 Heald Brow to Frith Wood 

11c8.2 New Barns 

11c8.3 Grubbins Wood (New Barns to Ash Meadow) 

11c8.4 Ash Meadow to the Kent Viaduct (Arnside) 

11c8.5 Kent Viaduct to Holme Island 

11c8.6 Holme Island to Humphrey Head (Grange-over-Sands) 

Responsibilities: South Lakeland District Council 

Cumbria County Council 

Location:  This policy area covers the banks of the outer Kent Estuary running along the 
east bank from Arnside to the viaduct, and the viaduct to Humphrey Head on 
the west bank.  

Site overview: The estuary is constrained at Arnside by the Kent Railway Viaduct and at 
Sandside by high ground. The east bank of the outer estuary, between Arnside 
and Blackstone Point, is backed by limestone cliffs and pocket shingle beaches, 
fronted by intertidal sandflats. Rock platforms extend seaward formed from 
the erosion of the limestone cliffs. Along the west bank, between the railway 
viaduct and the promontory of Humphrey Head a series of limestone outcrops 
of varying height fringe the shoreline. In other locations, the sloping hinterland 
is slightly set back from the present shoreline position. The main river channel 
runs close to the shore between Blackstone Point and the Railway Viaduct.  

The estuary falls within Morecambe Bay Ramsar, Site of Special Scientific 
Interest, Special Area of Conservation and Special Protection Area 
designations. The area forms one of the two largest areas of intertidal 
estuarine flats in Britain; internationally significant for wintering wading birds 
and nationally important for wintering wildfowl. 

This area has significant landscape value: parts of the estuary lie within the 
Lake District National Park and World Heritage Site and Arnside to Silverdale 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  

There are two main settlements within the policy area, which is typically 
sparsely populated: the small town of Grange-over-Sands and the village of 
Arnside. The key infrastructure within the area is the Cumbrian Coastal Railway 
Line which crosses the Kent Estuary at Arnside and runs along the coastline on 
the west bank of the Kent. The A590 is the key transport link in this area, albeit 
set back from the coast, but there are also minor roads linking communities.  
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1.2 Current SMP policy 
The policy details for this policy area are shown here, taken directly from the SMP2 (Halcrow, 2011). 
All policy units within this frontage have been identified as non priority areas and have been greyed 
out.  

Overview: The long term plan is to continue to manage flood and erosion risks to property and infrastructure, although 
some local opportunities for habitat creation to mitigate future coastal squeeze exist through realignment east of Grange-
over-Sands. The proposed policies manage risk to people, property and infrastructure in a sustainable manner whilst 
maintaining the natural character of the section. In the long term, opportunities for additional habitat creation exist if 
required for compensatory habitat for areas experiencing coastal squeeze elsewhere in the Shoreline Management Plan 
region. 

Location Policy and Approach (from 2010) 

0-20 years 20-50 years 50-100 years 

11c8.1 Heald Brow to 
Frith Wood 

No active intervention – 
Allow shoreline to continue to 
evolve under natural 
processes. 

No active intervention – 
Allow shoreline to continue to 
evolve under natural 
processes. 

No active intervention – 
Allow shoreline to continue to 
evolve under natural 
processes. 

11c8.2 New Barns No active intervention – Due 
to lack of economic 
justification. However private 
defences may be permitted 
subject to consent. 

No active intervention – Due 
to lack of economic 
justification. However private 
defences may be permitted 
subject to consent. 

No active intervention – Due 
to lack of economic 
justification. However private 
defences may be permitted 
subject to consent. 

11c8.3 Grubbins Wood 
(New Barns to 
Ash Meadow) 

No active intervention –  

Allow shoreline to continue to 
evolve under natural 
processes. 

No active intervention – 
Allow shoreline to continue to 
evolve under natural 
processes. 

No active intervention – 
Allow shoreline to continue to 
evolve under natural 
processes. 

11c8.4 Ash Meadow to 
the Kent 
Viaduct 
(Arnside) 

Hold the line – 

Manage flood and erosion risk 
by maintaining existing 
defences. 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
and erosion risk by 
maintaining existing defences. 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
and erosion risk by 
maintaining existing defences. 

11c8.5 Kent Viaduct to 
Holme Island 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
risk to railway line by 
maintaining existing defences 
to an adequate standard. 
Undertake studies to consider 
potential habitat creation 
Managed realignment to 
manage coastal squeeze in 
longer term. 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
risk to railway line by 
maintaining existing defences 
to an adequate standard. 

Possible habitat creation 
through regulated tidal 
exchange scheme. 

Hold the line –Manage flood 
risk to railway line by 
maintaining existing defences 
to an adequate standard. 

11c8.6 Holme Island to 
Humphrey 
Head (Grange-
over-Sands) 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
and erosion risk by 
maintaining existing defences 
to an adequate standard. 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
and erosion risk by 
maintaining existing defences 
to an adequate standard. 

Hold the line – Manage flood 
and erosion risk by 
maintaining existing defences 
to an adequate standard. 
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2 Appraisal of non priority units 
There are six policy units within this policy area, all of which have been defined as non priority units, 
with no priority units identified: 

• 11c8.1 Heald Brow to Frith Wood 

• 11c8.2 New Barns 

• 11c8.3 Grubbins Wood (New Barns to Ash Meadow) 

• 11c8.4 Ash Meadow to the Kent Viaduct (Arnside) 

• 11c8.5 Kent Viaduct to Holme Island 

• 11c8.6 Holme Island to Humphrey Head (Grange-over-Sands) 

A light touch review has been undertaken of current SMP recommendations, taking into account 
conclusions from option appraisals for the adjacent frontages, where appropriate.  

2.1 11c8.1 Heald Brow to Frith Wood 
2.1.1 11c8.1 - Existing approach to flood and coastal erosion risk management 
The existing SMP2 policy along this frontage (shown in Figure 3) is No active intervention from the 
short term, to “allow the shoreline to continue to evolve under natural processes.”. The primary 
justification for the SMP2 policy was that the unit was largely natural high ground frontage with 
insufficient assets at risk to justify defences. 

 
Figure 3 Looking over Jenny Brown’s Point (Heald Brow). 2015 Aerial photograph © North West Regional 
Monitoring Programme. 

This undefended section of coast is expected to experience low levels of erosion in the next 100 
years. Erosion is anticipated to be in the region of 2 to 5 m in the medium and long term, whilst only 
up to 2 m has been predicted for the short term. There is no flooding risk, as indicated by 
Environment Agency Flood Zones 2 & 3. 

There are no conflicts between the policy for this unit and adjacent units as the policy is the same. 
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2.1.2 11c8.1 - Strategy considerations 
Policy Unit 11c8.1 is remote and sparsely populated. There are two seasonal caravan parks backing 
onto the beach, and a short section of coastal road. There is limited access to the frontage which 
may become increasingly difficult over time. At the timing of writing, the route of the England Coast 
Path is still to be confirmed. 

Policy Unit 11c8.1 falls within the Arnside and Silverdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) 
and overlooks the Lake District National Park, which also has recently been designated as a World 
Heritage Site. Therefore, the site has nationally and internationally significant landscape value.  

There are two listed buildings within the area, located at the frontage in Heald Brow: Brown’s House 
and a tower on shore at Jenny Brown’s Point, 120 metres north east of Brown’s House. In addition,  
there is potential for buried archaeology. National and international nature conservation 
designations cover the foreshore area of this unit as a part of the Morecambe Bay array of 
designations (SAC, SPA, Ramsar, SSSI). The status of most of the SSSI units of the foreshore of this 
policy unit site are currently favourable (last assessed in 2010), with the last inspection noting that 
coastal processes are unhindered. The condition of both Unit 3 Warton Marsh of Morecambe Bay 
SSSI and Far Arnside SSSI is currently unfavourable recovering (last assessed in 2009 and 2014, 
respectively). It was noted that although there has been erosion of the marsh at Silverdale, due to 
movement of the low water channel shorewards, accretion is occurring elsewhere in the estuary. 
Arnside Knott SSSI, which sits on the headland, is also in favourable condition (last assessed in 2013).  

Other important designations cover the foreshore area or are immediately adjacent to it: Heald 
Brow Biological Heritage Site (BHS), Cow Close Wood BHS, Silverdale Coastal Cliffs and ‘The Lots’ 
BHS, Hollins Farm verges BHS, Post Office Lots BHS, Silverdale Shore and Jack Scout Local Geological 
Site (LGS), Far Arnside Shoreline LGS, Blackstone Point LGS and Heald Brow Limestone Pavement 
Orders (LPO).  

2.1.3 11c8.1 - Discussion 
The shoreline along this sparsely populated frontage is at low erosion risk and is not at flood risk and 
there is no justification or need to provide any defences.  

There are no monitoring data collated along this frontage as part of the North West Regional 
Monitoring Programme: with one profile located to the south of the unit, at Cove House in 
Silverdale. Data from here suggests that the tidal channel near the shoreline at Silverdale has 
migrated away from the shoreline at this location in recent years. If this trend continues there is 
potential for mudflat and subsequent saltmarsh development and an associated reduction in risk to 
shoreline assets. Based on (limited) data available, there appears to have been no significant 
changes to coastal risks since the SMP2 and therefore there is no justification for any change in 
policy, which supports the environmental designations for this frontage. Based on this, the 
recommendation is for the policy to remain.  

At present there is little justification for introducing new monitoring points along this unit given the 
limited assets at risk, but an appraisal of wider scale changes in marsh, sandflat and mudflat across 
the estuary would be useful to improve understanding of large scale net gains and losses. 

2.1.4 11c8.1 - Strategic way forward 
The preferred strategic approach is to implement the SMP policy of No Active Intervention through 
Do nothing.  

Future activities include: 

• An estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains 
and losses in marsh and flats. This would improve understanding of how the estuary is 
changing and help in the identification of sites where future managed realignment could be 
considered. It would also provide baseline data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments. 
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Engagement with AONB Partnership, the National Trust and Natural England as part of such 
a study is recommended.  

• Continued monitoring of the condition of designated conservation sites to provide baseline 
data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments.  

• Safe siting of the England Coast Path: AONB Partnership and Natural England are working 
together on proposals to improve public access to the coast between Silecroft and 
Silverdale, which includes this section (see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-
england). 

Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan. 

2.2 11c8.2 New Barns 
2.2.1 11c8.2 - Existing approach to flood and coastal erosion risk management 
The existing SMP2 policy along this frontage (see Figure 4) is No active intervention from the short 
term due to lack of economic justification. The access track (Figure 5) is already inaccessible on 
certain tides and will flood more frequently with sea level rise, but there are insufficient assets at 
risk to justify national expenditure. However, under the policy, private defences may be permitted 
subject to consent.  

 
Figure 4 Looking over Frith Wood onto New Barns which is backed by fields. 2015 aerial photograph © North 
West Regional Monitoring Programme. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
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Figure 5 Looking east along the path at New Barns, saltmarsh visible fronting the access track. 

Policy unit 11c8.2 is backed by a small contained flood plain, extending approximately 500 m back 
from the shoreline. There are no formal defences present along this coast. There is little linkage with 
adjacent units, therefore no conflict in policy has been identified. It should be recognised, however, 
that changes along this coast are closely linked to changes in the position of lower water channels, 
particularly the main Kent Channel, which in turn may be affected by wider scale changes within the 
estuary. 

2.2.2 11c8.2 - Strategy considerations 
This policy unit is fronted by saltmarsh and backed by a low lying area, in the lee of the headland. 
Assets within the floodplain are limited to the  private concrete track which is the only access route 
to the New Barns campsite and the buildings and private amenity facilities at New Barns. In the 
future access may become increasingly difficult to this campsite if the track becomes damaged from 
flooding. The route of the England Coast Path is still to be confirmed. 

Policy unit 11c8.2 has nationally and internationally significant landscape value: the frontage falls 
within the Arnside and Silverdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and overlooks the Lake District 
National Park, which also has recently been designated as a World Heritage Site. There are no 
Scheduled Monuments or listed buildings within the area, but there is potential for buried 
archaeology. 

National and international nature conservation designations cover the foreshore area of this unit as 
a part of the Morecambe Bay array of designations (SAC, SPA, Ramsar, SSSI). The status of the SSSI 
units of the foreshore of this policy unit site are currently favourable. Arnside Knott SSSI, which sits 
on the headland, is also in favourable condition.  

As there are only a few properties along the frontage it is unlikely that there would be economic 
justification to provide nationally funded defences to the small number of properties there. However 
due to the caravan park, private investment along this single access track may be considered. 

There is potential for a small area of habitat creation in the area behind the track, which could help 
offset any habitat losses elsewhere within the estuary.  
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2.2.3 11c8.2 - Discussion 
There is a single beach monitoring profile located along this frontage. Data from here suggests that 
over time there have been large lateral fluctuations in mud or sandflat extent, whereas change to 
the saltmarsh has been less variable with only a small increase in elevation and relatively slow 
retreat of the marsh edge (CH2M, 2017). 

Based on (limited) data available, there appears to have been no significant changes to coastal risks 
since the SMP2 and therefore there is no justification for any change in policy, which supports the 
environmental designations for this frontage. Based on this, the recommendation is for the policy to 
remain.  

There is potential to create a new intertidal area landward of the current extent of marsh; however, 
it is unlikely that there is funding available unless it is carried out as part of creating compensatory 
habitat for a scheme elsewhere.  

There is no economic justification to consider a change to policy within the strategy, however 
private defences may be considered, namely protecting the track and the properties within the flood 
risk zone. The access track lies at the rear of the current marsh area. Defence of the track would 
constrain potential for habitat creation in the future and therefore is likely to require consent from 
Natural England and consultation with AONB Partnership. In addition,  a scheme level Habitat 
Regulations Assessment (HRA) and Appropriate Assessment (AA) may need to be undertaken, given 
the significant environmental value of the area. Private defence proposals must also comply with the 
AONB Development Plan Document (DPD) and the AONB Management Plan.  

2.2.4 11c8.2 - Strategic way forward 
The preferred strategic approach is to implement the SMP policy of No Active Intervention through 
Do nothing, with the possible exception of the access track, but this would be subject to obtaining 
necessary consents.  

Future activities include: 

• An estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains 
and losses in marsh and flats. This would improve understanding of how the estuary is 
changing and help in the identification of sites where future managed realignment could be 
considered. It would also provide baseline data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments. 
Engagement with the AONB Partnership, the National Trust and Natural England as part of 
such a study is recommended.  

• Continued monitoring of the condition of designated conservation sites to provide baseline 
data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments.  

• Continued monitoring of shoreline change, as part of the North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme, to identify any changes in observed trends and any possible increase in risk 
level. At this stage it is not thought necessary to add any additional profiles. 

• Should risk to the access track increase and privately funded works to address the risk need 
to be considered, early discussion should be held between the landowners and operators of 
the campsite,  Natural England and AONB Partnership to discuss possible options and need 
for scheme level Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) and Appropriate Assessment (AA). 
Any proposed private defences must comply with the AONB Development Plan Document 
(DPD) and the AONB Management Plan.  

• Safe siting of the England Coast Path: AONB Partnership and Natural England are working 
together on proposals to improve public access to the coast between Silecroft and 
Silverdale, which includes this section (see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-
england). 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
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Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan. 

 

2.3 11c8.3 Grubbins Wood (New Barns to Ash Meadow) 
2.3.1 11c8.3 - Existing approach to flood and coastal erosion risk management 
The existing SMP2 policy along this frontage (see Figure 6) is No active intervention from the short 
term, to “allow shoreline to continue to evolve under natural processes”. The primary justification 
for the policy was that the frontage comprised largely natural high ground with insufficient assets at 
risk to justify defences. 

 
Figure 6 Grubbins Wood. Photograph © North West Regional Monitoring Programme. 

This undefended section of coast is expected to experience low levels of erosion in the next 100 
years. Erosion is anticipated to be in the region of 2 to 5 m in the medium and long term, whilst only 
up to 2 m is predicted in the short term. There is no risk of coastal flooding, as indicated by 
Environment Agency Flood Zones 2 & 3. 

There are no formal defences present along this coast; naturally occurring rock provides some 
protection along the channel bank.  

2.3.2 11c8.3 - Strategy considerations 
There are limited assets at risk; the area is largely wooded high ground with only a handful of 
properties. 

The frontage has nationally and internationally significant landscape value: policy unit 11c8.3 falls 
within the Arnside and Silverdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and overlooks the Lake District 
National Park, which also has recently been designated as a World Heritage Site. There are no 
Scheduled Monuments or listed buildings within the area, but there is potential for buried 
archaeology. 

National and international nature conservation designations cover the foreshore area of this unit as 
a part of the Morecambe Bay array of designations (SAC, SPA, Ramsar, SSSI). The status of the SSSI 
units of the foreshore of this policy unit site are currently favourable (last assessed in 2012). Other 
important designations cover the foreshore area or are immediately adjacent: Grubbins Wood Local 
Wildlife Site (LWS) and Arnside Foreshore LGS. 
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The route of the England Coast Path is still to be confirmed. 

2.3.3 11c8.3 - Discussion 
There is a single beach monitoring profile located along this frontage (Beechwood House). Data from 
here suggests that over time this frontage has remained generally stable. Based on this, it is 
concluded that there have been no significant changes to coastal risks and therefore there is no 
justification for any change in policy, which supports the natural designations present on this 
frontage. As such, the recommendation would be for the policy to remain.  

2.3.4 11c8.3 - Strategic way forward 
The preferred strategic approach is to implement the SMP policy of No Active Intervention through 
Do nothing.  

Future activities include: 

• An estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains 
and losses in marsh and flats. This would improve understanding of how the estuary is 
changing and help in the identification of sites where future managed realignment could be 
considered. It would also provide baseline data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments. 
Engagement with AONB Partnership, the National Trust and Natural England as part of such 
a study is recommended. 

• Continued monitoring of the condition of designated conservation sites to provide baseline 
data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments.  

• Continued monitoring of shoreline change, as part of the North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme, to identify any changes in observed trends and any possible increase in risk 
level. At this stage it is not thought necessary to add any additional profiles. 

• Safe siting of the England Coast Path: AONB Partnership and Natural England are working 
together on proposals to improve public access to the coast between Silecroft and 
Silverdale, which includes this section (see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-
england). 

Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan. 

2.4 11c8.4 Ash Meadow to the Kent Viaduct (Arnside) 
2.4.1 11c8.4 - Existing approach to flood and coastal erosion risk management 
The existing SMP2 policy along this frontage is Hold the line from the short term, to “manage flood 
and erosion risk by maintaining existing defences.” The primary justification for the policy was to 
manage coastal risks to communities and amenities in Arnside. The economic viability of the policy 
relates to the importance of road and promenade to Arnside. Environmentally, there is no space for 
shoreline rollback due to the backing hill, so defences have minimal impact. 

This section of coast is not expected to experience high levels of erosion in the next 100 years. 
Erosion is anticipated to be in the region of 2 to 5 m in the medium and long term, whilst only up to 
2 m is predicted in the short term. 

Parts of the promenade and road fall within Environment Agency Flood Zone 3. There is a 
continuous line of defence along this policy unit which comprises of several lengths of seawall of 
variable construction (see Figure 7 and Figure 8); these are summarised in Table 1. There are also 
numerous outfalls and floodgates along the frontage not detailed here. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
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Figure 7 Western seawall at Arnside. 

 
Figure 8 Flood wall and flood gate in eastern seawall at Arnside. 

Table 1 Existing Defence Details 

Location South Lakeland District Council – Annual Coastal Defence Inspection (August 2017) 

Structure 
Type 

Length (m) Crest Level 
(m ODN) 

Foreshore Toe 
Level (m ODN) 

Residual 
Life (years) 

Responsibility 

Beachwood House to 
Coastguard Lookout 

Stone wall 
and apron 

377.10 No Data No Data 20-50 Local Authority 

Coastguard Lookout to 
start of promenade 

Wall and 
revetment 

233.60 No Data No Data 20-50 Local Authority 
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Location South Lakeland District Council – Annual Coastal Defence Inspection (August 2017) 

Structure 
Type 

Length (m) Crest Level 
(m ODN) 

Foreshore Toe 
Level (m ODN) 

Residual 
Life (years) 

Responsibility 

Start of Promenade to 
Adjacent to Silverdale 
Road 

Stone Wall 244.70 No Data No Data 20-50 Private 

Adjacent to Silverdale to 
20 m past pier 

Stone Wall 96.40 +7 to +8 No Data 20-50 Private 

20 m past pier to start of 
EA defence 

Stone Wall 109.80 No Data No Data 10-20 Private 

End of EA defence to 
Leighton Beck defence 

Railway 
Embankment 

345.20 No Data No Data 10-20  Network Rail  

 
As residual life estimates for the defences were not available for the strategy, a broad scale estimate 
has been made based on Environment Agency asset condition and deterioration guidance. Typically, 
estuary embankments with condition grades of 2 would be expected to deteriorate to condition 5 
(failure) within 30 to 40 years, whilst condition grade 3 may deteriorate to grade 5 in 20 to 30 years. 
Most of the assets therefore have an expected residual life of more than 20 years, the exception being 
between the pier and Leighton Beck embankments with a residual life of 10 to 20 years, depending 
on maintenance regime and exposure conditions.  

The performance of the estuarine defences and their future deterioration and maintenance 
requirements is highly dependent on the protection provided by fronting marshes and how this 
natural protection may vary in the future due to natural meandering of the low water channels, 
changes due to ongoing general sediment accretion and the impacts of future climate change and 
associated sea level rise. 

2.4.2 11c8.4 - Strategy considerations 
Arnside is a popular destination for tourists and this provides an important contribution to the local 
economy. Many of these visitors travel by train, with retention of the Cambrian Coastal Railway line 
therefore a key driver. The B5282 also runs along the promenade at Arnside. The route of the 
England Coast Path is still to be confirmed.  

Policy unit 11c8.4 falls within the Arnside and Silverdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and 
overlooks the Lake District National Park, which also has recently been designated as a World 
Heritage Site. There are no scheduled monuments within the area, but three listed Grade II listed 
buildings are present in Arnside, although these are located on slightly higher ground. 

National and international nature conservation designations cover the foreshore area of this unit as 
a part of the Morecambe Bay array of designations (SAC, SPA, Ramsar, SSSI). The status of the SSSI 
units of the foreshore of this policy unit site are currently favourable. The analysis report for the area 
suggests that there is some cyclic behaviour in the movement of the low water channel however the 
saltmarsh there is generally stable (CH2M, 2017).  

It should be recognised that changes along this coast are closely linked to changes in the position of 
lower water channels, particularly the main Kent Channel, which in turn may be affected by wider 
scale changes within the estuary. There are therefore links to policies defined for policy area 11c9. 

2.4.3 11c8.4 - Discussion 
There are no monitoring data collated along this frontage as part of the North West Regional 
Monitoring Programme, but data for the adjacent unit (11c8.3) at Beechwood House indicate here 
the shoreline has remained stable. 
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Based upon the economic importance of Arnside as a tourism destination and the related 
importance of retaining key access routes to the town, the recommendation would be for the policy 
to remain.  

The defences will need to be upgraded in future, as the existing defences reach the end of their 
residual life and potential for increased risk due to climate change. Possible options to address 
future risk in the medium terms (20-50 years) could include: 

• New sea wall, with sheet piled toe: this would be costly and would involve extensive and 
intrusive works, possibly requiring  a slightly larger footprint than the current structure. A 
new sea wall could also significantly change the designated landscape. Impacts on the 
national and international designations would also need to be considered as the 
designations cover the area at the top of the existing wall. This option could, however, 
provide long term protection to the frontage and could be designed to improve access along 
the frontage.  

• Full height rock revetment: rather than replacing the structure with a new seawall, an 
alternative could be to encase the existing structure with a full height rock revetment. This 
would be expensive and would change the landscape of the frontage. It would involve an 
increased footprint, with potential impacts on the designated foreshore. This option could, 
however, provide long term protection to the frontage and could be designed to improve 
access along the frontage.  

• Modifications to the existing structure: given the deterioration of the current structures and 
the variety of defences this would be difficult to implement and would not reduce exposure 
of the structure and further works may be needed at a later date. Therefore, this approach is 
not considered suitable for the long term.  

Whilst acknowledged that defences will need to be upgraded in the future, it is crucial that the 
structure design, any increase to foreshore footprint and materials to be used, are appropriate and 
there is no adverse impact upon the settlement character and visual amenity of Arnside, the 
landscape, natural beauty and special qualities of the AONB, which is a nationally designated 
landscape. Also, designs to improve access along the frontage must be in keeping with the AONB 
designation and would require scheme level Habitats Regulations Assessment. Any proposals must 
be in compliance with the policies in the AONB Development Plan Document (DPD). 

2.4.4 11c8.4 - Strategic way forward 
The defence assets within this unit have an expected residual life of more than 10 years, therefore in 
the short term, works are expected to be restricted to maintenance works within the existing 
defence footprints.  

The need for future works, i.e. beyond the next 10 years, should be informed by continued 
monitoring of both shoreline change and asset deterioration and further option appraisal will be 
required at this stage, to assess technical, economic and environmental viability of different 
approaches.  

Future activities include: 

• Continued monitoring of intertidal change, as part of the North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme, to identify any changes in observed trends and any possible increase in risk 
level. At this stage it is not thought necessary to add any additional profiles. 

• Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs and remedial 
works undertaken as necessary.  

• Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance planning of works, 
including identification of possible funding sources. Any modification to or replacement of 
the existing structures would also require consent from Natural England due to the 
designation of the intertidal zone and a scheme level HRA and AA is likely to be needed. The 
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works are likely to be above high tide level, in which case no MMO licence would be 
required. Consultation with AONB Partnership is also advised to ensure that conservation 
and enhancement of the natural beauty of the AONB is taken into account. 

• An estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains 
and losses in marsh and flats. This would improve understanding of how the estuary is 
changing and help in the identification of sites where future managed realignment could be 
considered. It would also provide baseline data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments. 
Engagement with AONB Partnership, the National Trust and Natural England as part of such 
a study is recommended.  

• Safe siting of the England Coast Path: AONB Partnership and Natural England are working 
together on proposals to improve public access to the coast between Silecroft and 
Silverdale, which includes this section (see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-
england). 

Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan. 

2.5 11c8.5 Kent Viaduct to Holme Island 
2.5.1 11c8.5 - Existing approach to flood and coastal erosion risk management 
There is no significant coastal erosion risk anticipated within the next 100 years, with flooding the 
key risk. Meathop Fell, a natural high ground, divides the floodplain in two.  

The existing SMP2 policy along this frontage is Hold the line from the short term, to “manage flood 
risk to railway line by maintaining existing defences to an adequate standard.” The SMP2 
recommended to undertake studies to consider potential habitat creation Managed realignment to 
offset habitat losses in longer term. The economic viability of the policy may depend on the value of 
the railway to the region. Hold the line maintains the important Cumbrian Coastal Railway Line 
around the Lake District and reduces risk to isolated properties, minor roads, golf course and the 
A590. Currently, however, Meathop Road, located immediately in front of Grange-Over Sands golf 
course, is regularly flooded several times a year. There is an alternative route, but this involves a 
lengthy detour.  

The SMP2 also identified potential for habitat creation in the area behind Holme Island through 
regulated tidal exchange and recommended that if viable, this should be implemented in the 
medium term. A number of studies would be required to investigate the viability of this location for 
Managed realignment that are beyond the scope of this strategy study and would include and 
hydrodynamic modelling and geomorphology studies to determine effects on flood risk and on the 
wider estuary and Morecambe Bay including erosion risks to the railway and viaduct as well as the 
likely inundation extent of the sites. 

A set back railway embankment runs along the length of the policy unit (Table 2) and provides 
protection against flooding. 

Table 2 Existing Defence Details 

Location South Lakeland District Council – Annual Coastal Defence Inspection (August 2017) 

Structure 
Type 

Length (m) Crest Level 
(mODN) 

Foreshore 
Toe Level 
(MODN) 

Residual 
Life 
(years) 

Responsibility 

Kent Channel to South 
of Sunnyside Farm 

Railway 
Embankment 

898.70 No Data No Data 10-20 Network Rail 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
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South of Sunnyside 
Farm to Limegarth 
Wood 

Railway 
Embankment 

675.00 No Data No Data 10-20 Network Rail 

 
The performance of the estuarine defences and their future deterioration and maintenance 
requirements is highly dependent on the protection provided by fronting marshes and how this 
natural protection may vary in the future due to natural meandering of the low water channels, 
changes due to ongoing general sediment accretion and the impacts of future climate change and 
associated sea level rise. 

2.5.2 11c8.5 - Strategy considerations 
The hinterland is largely undeveloped and typically agricultural within this area, comprising of 
lowland grazing marsh, surrounded by the steep topography of the lake district. Meathop Fell, an 
isolated hill, interrupts this flat topography and is largely covered by deciduous woodland. Should 
Managed realignment be considered here there may be conflict with the landowners over land being 
set aside. 

Policy Unit 8.5 partially falls within the Lake District National Park, which also has recently been 
designated as a World Heritage Site and also overlooks the Arnside and Silverdale Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty. There are no Scheduled Monuments within the area, but there are 
listed buildings at Castle Hill, although most of these are located on higher ground. There is also 
potential for buried archaeology. 

National and international nature conservation designations cover the foreshore area of this unit as 
a part of the Morecambe Bay array of designations (SAC, SPA, Ramsar, SSSI). The status of the SSSI 
units of the foreshore of this policy unit site are favourable.  

There is currently no footpath along the shoreline here although proposals are in development as 
part of the England Coast Path project by Natural England. As part of this a feasibility study is 
considering incorporating a cycleway and coastal path onto the viaduct. If the path is to be situated 
channel side of the railway embankment, consideration into egress points and closure of path during 
surge events should be considered. 

The Environment Agency have served their notice on the drainage pumps in the Lyth Valley, and are 
looking for others (e.g. a new Internal Drainage Board) to take on responsibility for their upkeep.  

It should be recognised that changes along this coast are closely linked to changes in the position of 
lower water channels, particularly the main Kent Channel, which in turn may be affected by wider 
scale changes within the estuary. There are therefore links to policies defined for policy area 11c9. 

2.5.3 11c8.5 - Discussion 
There are two beach monitoring profiles located along this frontage as part of the North West 
Regional Monitoring Programme. Data from these locations indicate that over time the extent of the 
lower mudflats has fluctuated in response to cyclical variations in the positions of the lower water 
channel, but saltmarsh on the upper profile has been more stable. Based on this, there appears to 
have been no significant changes to coastal risks since the SMP2 was developed.  

Managed realignment is unlikely to be considered in the future as the railway line is not expected to 
be abandoned due to the economic importance of the railway to the Cumbria Energy Coast 
development plans. Justification for the policy is based upon the continued presence of the line, 
however a local access road (Meathop Road) and length of the A590 would also be affected if the 
line of defence was no longer maintained.   

The defences will need to be upgraded in future, as the existing defences reach the end of their 
residual life and increase risk due to climate change. It has been advised by residents that the 
Meathop Road already regularly floods. Possible options to address future risk could include: 
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• New sea wall, with sheet piled toe: this would be costly and would involve extensive and 
intrusive works with a larger footprint than the current structure. It would also significantly 
change the landscape. Impacts on the natural designations would also need to be considered as 
these designations cover the area at the top of the existing wall. This option could, however, 
provide long term protection to the frontage and could be designed to improve access along the 
frontage.  

• Full height rock revetment: rather than replacing the structure with a new seawall, an 
alternative could be to encase the existing structure with a full height rock revetment. This 
would be fairly expensive and would change the landscape of the frontage. It would involve an 
increased footprint, with an impact on the designated foreshore. This option could, however, 
provide long term protection to the frontage and could be designed to improve access along the 
frontage.  

• Modifications to the existing structure: given the deterioration of the current structures and the 
variety of defences this would be difficult to implement and would not reduce exposure of the 
structure and further works may be needed at a later date. Therefore, this approach is not 
considered suitable.  

In choosing a preferred approach, changes to the landscape character of the setting of the Arnside 
and Silverdale AONB would need to be carefully considered, particularly rock armour or crest raising 
as “outstanding landscape and spectacular views” is one of the special qualities of the AONB and so 
the impacts of any proposed changes should take into account the AONB, which is on the opposite 
shoreline. Due to shared risk areas, any scheme here would also need to consider the adjacent unit 
of 11c8.6. 

2.5.4 11c8.5 - Strategic way forward 
The assets within this frontage have an expected residual life of more than 10 years, depending on 
maintenance regime and exposure conditions. As such, in the short term, works are expected to be 
restricted to maintenance works within the existing defence footprints. This would not, however, 
address current regular flooding of the Meathop Road. The need for future works, i.e. beyond the 
next 10 years, should be informed by continued monitoring of both shoreline change and asset 
deterioration and further option appraisal will be required at this stage, to assess technical, 
economic and environmental viability of different approaches.  

Future activities include: 

• Continued monitoring of intertidal change, as part of the North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme, to identify any changes in observed trends and any possible increase in risk 
level. At this stage it is not thought necessary to add any additional profiles. 

• Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs and remedial 
works undertaken as necessary (primarily by Network Rail).  

• Local inspections and silt management where justified at a number of locations for both 
inner and outer Kent (11c8 and 11c9) to address fluvial flooding caused by tidal locking and 
blockage from saltmarsh accretion. 

• Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance planning of works, 
including identification of possible funding sources. Any modification to or replacement of 
the existing structures would also require consent from Natural England due to the 
designation of the intertidal zone and a scheme level HRA and AA may need to be 
undertaken. The works are likely to be above high tide level, in which case no MMO licence 
would be required. Consultation with AONB Partnership is also advised to ensure that 
conservation and enhancement of the natural beauty of the nearby AONB is considered. 

• An estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains 
and losses in marsh and flats. This would improve understanding of how the estuary is 
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changing and help in the identification of sites where future managed realignment could be 
considered. It would also provide baseline data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments. 
Engagement with AONB Partnership, the National Trust and Natural England as part of such 
a study is recommended.  

• Safe siting of the England Coast Path, which may run between the railway embankment and 
the channel side: AONB Partnership and Natural England are working together on proposals 
to improve public access to the coast between Silecroft and Silverdale, which includes this 
section (see https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-
north-west-of-england).  

Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan. 

2.6 11c8.6 Holme Island to Humphrey Head (Grange-over-
Sands) 

2.6.1 11c8.6 - Existing approach to flood and coastal erosion risk management 
The existing SMP2 policy along this frontage is Hold the line from the short term, to “manage flood 
and erosion risk by maintaining existing defences to an adequate standard.” This approach manages 
risk to communities and amenities in Grange-over-Sands. 

 

 
Figure 9 Looking over  Grange-over-Sands. 2015 aerial photograph © North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme. 

No significant coastal erosion is anticipated within the next 100 years. The sea defences, which back 
high ground, are fronted by expansive saltmarsh. The coastal monitoring data has shown that 
saltmarsh area is currently retreating (CH2M, 2017).   

The majority of policy unit 11c8.6 is backed by high ground and therefore not at flood risk. Within 
Grange-over-Sands town, there is a small area at flood risk around the ornamental gardens however 
this area benefits from the presence of the sea defences. Between the point where Lindale Road 
turns inland and Holme Island at the eastern extend of the policy unit, there is an extensive flood 
plain which largely lies within adjacent policy unit 11c8.5. Similarly, there is a very short section at 
the western extent of policy unit 11c8.6 which shares a flood plain with policy unit 11c10.1, between 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
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the high ground of Grange-over-Sands and Humphrey Head. Both of these areas comprise large 
tracts of agricultural land. 

Saltmarsh growth has caused issues with fluvial flooding, where water is not able to drain out into 
the Morecambe Bay so effectively. There have been siltation issues and rapid saltmarsh growth 
along this frontage as the channel has moved away from the shore, but this situation may change in 
the future if the channel moves back toward the Grange-over-Sands frontage. 

Fluvial flood risk in Grange-over-Sands is exacerbated by tidal locking, whereby flapped outfalls to 
the sea become submerged at high tide (Jacobs, 2007). It is understood that there is to be an 
Environment Agency study and possible scheme to address the fluvial flood issues. 

Defences run along the length of  Grange-over-Sands (Table 3); these are of varying age and 
structure, but typically comprise of a stone wall or revetment, backed by railway or promenade and 
properties. The economic viability of the policy may depend on the value of the railway and links to 
policy unit 11c8.5. 

Table 3 Existing Defence Details 

Location South Lakeland District Council – Annual Coastal Defence Inspection (August 2017) 

Structure Type Length (m) Crest Level 
(mOD) 

Foreshore 
Toe Level 
(mOD) 

Residual 
Life (years) 

Responsibility 

Adjacent to 
Lindale road to 
swimming pool 

Wave recurve 
wall 

1679.20 No Data No Data 20-50 Private 

Swimming Pool 
to Subway 

Flood wall 303.70 No Data No Data 10-20 Private 

Subway to Guides 
Farm slipway 

Railway wall 532.70 No Data No Data 10-20 Network Rail 

Adjacent to 
Kentsford Road 
to Kirkhead End 

Stone Wall 1109.60 No Data No Data 20-50 Private 

Kirkhead End to 
Wyke farm 

Railway wall 397.70 No Data No Data 20-50 Network Rail 

 
Most of the defence assets have an expected residual life of more than 20 years, the exception being 
between the Swimming Pool to Subway and then between the Subway and Guides Farm slipway, 
with a residual life of 10 to 20 years, depending on maintenance regime and exposure conditions.  

The performance of the estuarine defences and their future deterioration and maintenance 
requirements is highly dependent on the protection provided by fronting marshes and how this 
natural protection may vary in the future due to natural meandering of the low water channels, 
changes due to ongoing general sediment accretion and the impacts of future climate change and 
associated sea level rise. 

2.6.2 11c8.6 - Strategy considerations 
Grange-over-Sands is a popular destination for tourists and this provides an important contribution 
to the local economy. Much of the town lies on rising land, but a number of assets lie adjacent to the 
railway.  

This unit overlooks the Arnside and Silverdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. There are no 
Scheduled Monuments within the area, but there are numerous listed buildings within the town, 
although most of these are located on higher ground. A few of these are at potential flood risk and 
there is also potential for buried archaeology. 
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National and international nature conservation designations cover the foreshore area of this unit as 
a part of the Morecambe Bay array of designations (SAC, SPA, Ramsar, SSSI). The status of the SSSI 
units within this site are favourable (last assessed in 2010). In the most recent condition assessment 
(Natural England, 2010), it was noted that in the east of the policy unit saltmarsh extent had 
declined since last monitoring visit a year previously due to Kent channel shifting towards Grange-
over-Sands and causing rapid erosion at cliff edge. This had also resulted in an increase in extent of 
mud and sand within the unit. Creeks are free to meander naturally, and are in most place showing 
rapid erosion of saltmarsh vegetation with large turves seen falling into the channels. It was also 
noted that sheep grazing of saltmarsh in the west of the policy unit was maintaining the saltmarsh in 
good condition for wintering birds. Although there have been recent observations of loss of 
saltmarsh, there is no space for shoreline rollback due to the backing hill, so defences have minimal 
impact.  

Just under a quarter of the frontage is protected by the railway embankment. The continued 
investment in the railway line is important to continued economic justification of the policy within 
this unit. The main road, the B5271, which is a key link to the Cartmel Peninsula from the rest of the 
Lake District, also falls within this policy unit, and benefits from the continued protection, together 
with the Meathop Road, which is a local coastal access road that links Meathop and Grange-over-
Sands.  

A promenade, which is also a Public Right of Way, stretches along the majority of the unit, although 
in places is set behind the railway line. The route of the England Coast Path is still to be confirmed. 

It should be recognised that changes along this coast are closely linked to changes in the position of 
lower water channels, particularly the main Kent Channel, which in turn may be affected by wider 
scale changes within the estuary. There are therefore links to policies defined for policy area 11c9. 

2.6.3 11c8.6 - Discussion 
Monitoring data, collected as part of the North West Regional Monitoring Programme, indicate that 
the saltmarsh in front of Grange-over-Sands has experienced ongoing saltmarsh retreat over the 
past 10 years, with recession of between 125 and 350 m (CH2M, 2017). The largest changes have 
occurred in the northwest near Holme Island (CH2M, 2017). This is evidence that the Kent Channel is 
now migrating back towards the Grange-over-Sands frontage after it had retreated away during the 
1970s; if the trend continues, this could have significant consequences for the future management 
of this frontage. 

Currently defences along this frontage are protected by the expanse of fronting marsh. Should the 
recent trend of marsh narrowing continue, works will be required to address the increase in risk. 
Possible options could include: 

• New sea wall, with sheet piled toe: this would be costly and would involve extensive and 
intrusive works with a larger footprint than the current structure. The design would need to 
address the potential for falling foreshore levels. It would also significantly change the 
landscape. Impacts on the natural designations would also need to be considered as the 
designations cover the area at the top of the existing wall. This option could, however, provide 
long term protection to the frontage and could be designed to improve access along the 
frontage.  

• Full height rock revetment: rather than replacing the structure with a new seawall, an 
alternative could be to encase the existing structure with a full height rock revetment. This 
would be expensive and would change the landscape of the frontage. It would involve an 
increased footprint, with an impact on the designated foreshore. This option could, however, 
provide long term protection to the frontage and could be designed to improve access along the 
frontage.  

• Shore control structures, designed to deflect tidal current flows and keep the deeper water 
channel away from the eroding shoreline. Design would involve significant modelling to inform 
the best configuration, location, size and elevation. It would involve substantial construction 
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works across the foreshore and intertidal zone, with potential for high impact on the 
internationally designated sites. There is therefore a very high environmental risk associated 
with this option. Although costly, this option could provide long term protection to the frontage.  

• Modifications to the existing structure: given the deterioration of the current structures and the 
variety of defences this would be difficult to implement and would not reduce exposure of the 
structure and further works may be required at a later date. This approach is therefore not 
considered suitable into the long term.  

In choosing a preferred approach, changes to the landscape character of the setting of the Arnside 
and Silverdale AONB would need to be carefully considered, particularly rock armour or crest raising 
as “outstanding landscape and spectacular views” is one of the special qualities of the AONB and so 
the impacts of any proposed changes should take into account the AONB, which is on the opposite 
shoreline. Due to shared risk areas, any scheme here would also need to consider the adjacent unit 
of 11c8.5. 

2.6.4 11c8.6 - Strategic way forward 
The assets within this frontage have an expected residual life of more than 10 years, depending on 
maintenance regime and exposure conditions. However, data indicates that the level of risk along 
this frontage has recently been increasing, due to migration of the low water channel towards the 
coast. There has also been reported flooding of the Meathop Road, on a regular basis.  

In the next 10 years, unless the rate of channel migration increases, works are expected to be 
restricted to maintenance works within the existing defence footprints; however, longer term 
improvements to existing defences may be required. The need for future works, i.e. beyond the next 
10 years, should be informed by continued monitoring of both shoreline change and asset 
deterioration and further option appraisal will be required at this stage, to assess technical, 
economic and environmental viability of different approaches. 

Future activities include: 

• Continued monitoring of intertidal change, as part of the North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme, to identify any changes in observed trends and any possible increase in risk level. 
Based on recent coastal change it is recommended that erosion at Grange-over-Sands should be 
monitored closely in future to assess any changes in flood and erosion risk for the town if the 
marsh continues to narrow (CH2M, 2018). 

• Continued inspection and maintenance of the existing structures, with repairs and remedial 
works undertaken as necessary (primarily by Network Rail).  

• Development of a management plan to indicate the need for advance planning of works, 
including identification of possible funding sources. Any modification to or replacement of the 
existing structures would also require consent from Natural England due to the designation of 
the intertidal zone with a scheme level HRA and AA required. If works extend below high tide 
level, a MMO licence would be required. Consultation with AONB Partnership is also advised to 
ensure that conservation and enhancement of the natural beauty of the nearby AONB is 
considered. 

• An estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains and 
losses in marsh and flats. This would improve understanding of how the estuary is changing and 
help in the identification of sites where future managed realignment could be considered. It 
would also provide baseline data for future Habitat Regulations Assessments. Engagement with 
AONB Partnership, the National Trust and Natural England as part of such a study is 
recommended.  

• Safe siting of the England Coast Path; AONB Partnership and Natural England are working 
together on proposals to improve public access to the coast between Silecroft and Silverdale, 
which includes this section (see https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-
path-in-the-north-west-of-england). 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/england-coast-path-in-the-north-west-of-england
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• Local inspections and silt management where justified at a number of locations for both inner 
and outer Kent (11c8 and 11c9) to address fluvial flooding caused by tidal locking and blockage 
from saltmarsh accretion.  

Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan. 
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3 Summary of proposed strategy: 11c8 
Preferred strategic approach: Environmental enhancement – allow the area to function as 
naturally as possible and look for environmental opportunities within the estuary, whilst 
maintaining protection to core communities and infrastructure. 

 Next 10 years Beyond 10 years 

11c8.1 Heald Brow to 
Frith Wood 

Allow area to function as naturally as possible, through implementing no 
active intervention (no new defences).  

11c8.2 New Barns 
Allow area to function as naturally as possible, through implementing no 
active intervention (no new defences). Possible need to manage coastal risk 
to access track, subject to necessary consents. 

11c11.3 Grubbins Wood Allow area to function as naturally as possible, through implementing no 
active intervention (no new defences). 

11c8.4 
Ash Meadow to the 
Kent viaduct 
(Arnside) 

Maintain existing structures to 
address the flood and erosion risks to 
the community and property in 
Arnside.  

Capital works (e.g. new revetment or 
wall) may be required as defences 
reach end of life or if major changes in 
saltmarsh extent occur. Future 
appraisal of options will be required. 

11c8.5 Kent viaduct to 
Holme Island 

Maintain existing structures to 
address the flood and erosion risks to 
the railway line, local access roads 
and shoreline assets. Consider local 
environmental opportunities to 
enhance site. 

Capital works (e.g. new revetment or 
wall) may be required as defences 
reach end of life or if major changes in 
saltmarsh extent occur. Future 
appraisal of options will be required, 
taking account of 11c8.6. 

11c8.6 

Holme Island to 
Humphrey Head 
(Grange-over-
Sands) 

Maintain existing structures to 
address the flood and erosion risks to 
the community and property in 
Grange-over-Sands.  

Capital works (e.g. new revetment or 
wall) may be required as defences 
reach end of life or if major changes in 
saltmarsh extent occur. Future 
appraisal of options will be required 
taking account of 11c8.5. 

Key actions and activities (next 10 years): 

 

• Monitor condition of defences 
• Monitor marsh and intertidal change 

 
• Patch and repair degradation/damage of defence assets if required 

 

• Management plans to indicate the need for advance planning of works (and funding sources) 
• Estuary-wide scale geomorphological study looking at current and potential future gains and 

losses in marsh and flats 

 

• Local inspections and silt management where justified at a number of locations for both inner 
and outer Kent to address fluvial flooding caused by tidal locking and blockage from saltmarsh 
accretion.  

 

Further details on actions and responsibilities are provided in the Action Plan.  
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